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MAIN CONCEPT
This documentary miniseries features the most recent and detailed
information to examine the most famous top-secret projects whose
aim was to observe, analyze and evaluate all credible hints of
extraterrestrial presence on Earth. It will show investigations of
those hints which quickly became irrefutable proof of the existence
of alien entities that observe us and whose technology is vastly
superior to ours. These top-secret programs recently declassified
expose shocking facts about realized extraterrestrial contacts.

EPISODE STRUCTURE /1-6
EPISODES 1/ “BLUE BOOK UNKNOWNS”
Project Blue Book, which examined UFO activities, was officially discontinued in
1969. The archives, however, were only recently open in 2015. This episode will have
experts answer the question of what hides behind the approximately 700 out of
12000 observations that have remained unexplained to this day. And what did the
secret Pentagon project reveal between 2007-12?

Special Guest:

Luis Elizondo - a career intelligence officer whose
experience includes working with the U.S. Army, the
Department of Defense, the National Counterintelligence
Executive, and the Director of National Intelligence.

EPISODES 2/ “PROJECT AQUARIUS”
A secret program that ran parallel to the cancellation of Project Blue Book. From
the lips of the most renowned experts we find out this highly confidential program
– project Aquarius – was financed with secret CIA funds and its purpose was to
collect all relevant scientific, technological, medical and intellectual information
related to UFO sightings and contacts with extraterrestrial life forms.

Special Guest:

contact
Michael Schratt - Michael has developed a number of
sified
who have had first hand experience dealing with clas
ed
“black programs”, including former USAF pilots, retir
Naval personnel and aerospace engineers who have
maintained a TOP SECRET Q “MAJIC” clearance.

EPISODE STRUCTURE /1-6
EPISODES 3/ “CODE NAME AURORA”
Secret program experts will help us look behind the curtain of the genesis of the
Aurora program. The development of this technologically unprecedented aircraft
was preceded by knowledge gathered from extraterrestrial spaceships and will
be illustrated also by recorded UFO sightings matching the Aurora program specs.

Special Guest:

Mike Dandy - for over 20+ year he has been investigating
ufology and the technology behind their crafts and
propulsion methods that are used. With a background
in biology, electronics and computer science, he has
successfully replicated many forms of Electrogravitic
propulsion that top secret military craft are using
today like the TR-B3 and B2 bomber.

EPISODES 4/ “MONTAUK PROJECT”
Montauk is well known for being the army base that gave birth to the famous
Philadelphia Experiment (focused on time travel). This episode, however, will look
at the aspect of the project that was, as many theories propose, the heart of the
entire project – a contact with an extraterrestrial intelligence and utilizing the
knowledge it shared focusing on the examination of extraterrestrial activities and
research of extraterrestrial technologies.
Special Guest:

movie Montauk Chronicles)
Christopher Garetano – filmmaker (author of the
sion to unravel the mysteries of
Christopher Garetano has been on a ten year mis
for decades on the lips of men
the Montauk Project, a legend that has survived
focused on everything from mind
claiming to have worked for a top secret project
control to dimension hopping.

EPISODE STRUCTURE /1-6
EPISODES 5/ “HACKED AND LEAKED”
This episode will focus on all the UFO-files that were illegally leaked from top
secret folders by infamous hacks. Breaking into U.S. military computer systems in
2002 by Scottish system administrator Gary McKinnon became one of the top alien
conspiracist theories – that NASA and the U.S. Government has known for years we
are monitored by UFOs from far-flung galaxies. Ex- NSA tech Snowden leaked
documents had yet another element of surprise; it has a set of slides depicting
mysterious spacecrafts referring to Flying Saucers or UFO.
Special Guest:

over
Timothy Green Beckley - over the years he has written
MJ12
25 books on everything from rock music to the secret
papers. He has been a stringer for the national tabloids
such as the Enquirer and editor of over 30 different
nd
magazines. His longest running effort was the newssta
publication UFO UNIVERSE which went for 11 years.

EPISODES 6/ “SOVIET SECRET RESEARCH”
How did the second largest superpower in the world deal with researching UFOs
and extraterrestrial life? This episode will inspect the famous research done by
the soviet KGB on a 12.000 year old mummy (Project ISIS) that was allegedly
discovered in Egypt. Are there secret bases in the Russian territory dedicated to
the examination of extraterrestrial technologies? The episode will feature
comments from
f
Russian ufologists and will show unique rarely seen archive
footage from UFO observations in Russia.

Special Guest:

Michael Hesemann - a historian, an internationally
published author, an award-winning documentarist, and
an investigative journalist. A German resident, he
published and edited Magazine 2000, Europe’s largest
circulation magazine on mysteries of the past and
present, for two decades.

OTHER EXPERTS

Don Berliner – president of the FUFOR, he has wri
tten
"Crash at Corona" with Stanton Friedman and "Ufo
Briefing
Document: The Best Available Evidence". Don Ber
liner has
written more than 300 magazine articles and 25
books on
aviation history and space and was also a staff
writer
for the National Investigations Committee on Aer
ial
Phenomena (NIC
(NI AP).
Donald R. Schmitt - a former co-director of the
J. Allen
Hynek Center for UFO Studies in Chicago where
he served
as Director of Special Investigations for ten yea
rs. A
six-time best-selling author.
Robbie Graham – he has lectured around the wor
ld on the
UFO subject and has been interviewed for the BBC
, Coast to
Coast AM, Canal+ TV, Channel 4, and Vanity Fair
, among many
others. His articles have appeared in numerous
publications,
including The Guardian, New Statesman, Filmfax
…
James Clarkson - an Investigator who has stood
in two
worlds for many years – a career professional inve
stigator
in the criminal justice field and as a lifelong res
earcher
of the UFO Mystery.
Kathleen Marden - a bestselling author and awa
rd winning
scientifically trained UFO researcher and lecture
r. Her
educational background in the social sciences has
shaped
her interest in scientific ufology.
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